About Town
HOLLYWOOD HITS THE RED CARPET

Alliance for Children’s Rights
Beverly Hills, March 7

WHEN THIS MANY PEOPLE COME OUT to celebrate an agent, you know the agent’s good,” said HBO’s Sue Naegle of WME’s Rick Rosen, who was honored at the Beverly Hilton dinner that raised $1.4 million for The Alliance for Children’s Rights. Conan O’Brien took another view on Rosen’s reputation: “So many people say what a nice guy Rick is, it makes me worry that as my agent he’s too nice.” The Alliance’s own reputation is for improving L.A.’s foster care system. Since 1992, it has provided free legal services and advocacy to more than 100,000 kids. Soul CBS Corp. president and CEO Leslie Moonves: “This is one of the few organizations that looks out for the rights of children as they deal with the adult bureaucracy.” — BILL HUGHES